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when it comes to gameplay, this is the first call of duty game that will allow you to switch between your primary and secondary weapons
while prone or seated. a number of improvements have been made to the game's multiplayer modes. the biggest improvements can be

found in the game's zombies mode, nuketown zombies. the campaign, which plays out over two eras, as well as the new "nuketown
zombies" mode are some of the biggest new additions to the game. the game will support both offline and online play. along with this, the
game has also been completely re-worked from the ground up, meaning that it is the first call of duty game to have co-op and multiplayer

modes which are completely overhauled. the game will have significant changes to its leveling and unlock system. the core leveling system
will have no automatic leveling and instead play out more like a meta-game, where players will be able to gain experience on each weapon,

while also learning other characteristics of weapons. you'll be able to access premium nuketown zombies maps and waves, a variety of
different maps, as well as classic zombies maps. along with this, you'll also be able to access your classic black ops weapons from the last
game. the most exciting addition is the addition of the nuketown zombies mode, a very interesting variation of the classic zombies genre,
where instead of trying to survive the zombies, you'll be going after weapons, as you attempt to survive. the maps available in this mode

will be mission packs 1-6, as well as the classic map zombie town. attacks with melee weapons will no longer override all weapon
animations. this previously occurred when you were attacked with melee weapons. as a result, players are no longer able to just spam
melee attacks and expect to be able to continue with their weapon in hand. this change will be in effect in single player, as well as the

multiplayer campaign.
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